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"I’ll be honest, Pro Django isn’t for the faint of heart. It’s not for people who are new 
to Django, and especially not those who are new to Python." This was Marty Alchin, 
describing his new Django 1.0 book.
In my opinion this is nonsense. I'm new to Django and my Python experience is 
equivalent to paddling about in the shallows. Every time I go in deeper, a big wave 
knocks me over.
After reading this book and playing around a little I'm now convinced that Django is a 
great choice. I'm up to my waist now and even staying upright occasionally when the 
waves roll in. I can imagine the day when I might start swimming.
My understanding of Python and Django has rocketed because Marty Alchin doesn't 
hold back. Django is very complex when you first start. Especially if you are 
impatient to get something working. There are so many facets.
Mark Pilgrim's Dive into Python was a 10/10 book for me back when when I decided 
to learn Python. Since diving in I have learned to read and write simple unit-tested 
Python. And I passed that book on to a Perl hacker who may yet turn to Python. All 
that should tell you how impressionable I am and how much credibility you can 
assign to this review.
I give Pro Django ten out of ten. No hesitation. It really stretches me and I couldn't 
ask for more. Oh yes, it is extremely well written in very comprehensible English. 
Make that eleven out of ten.
So what's in it?
Chapter 1 is largely motherhood goodness. A chapterful of individually headed 
paragraphs covering the various implications of ">>>import this". Appetite 
whetting stuff.
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Chapter 2, Django is Python, gets right into metaclasses, base classes, old-style 
classes, attribute classes, singleton classes, inheritance and so on. He only digs into 
the Python you will need. It is as if he wrote chapter 2 last of all so readers like me 
could get up to speed on just enough fundamentals to get through the rest of the book. 
Very agile. Pythonic!
The depth of Chapter 2's coverage lets you give your own classes the features of 
standard Python built-ins! For example: class duck(object): with 
__contains__(), __getitem__() and __setitem__() will let it behave like a 
duck-dict (duct?). Likewise __call__() and __iter__() make it both callable and 
iterable! High Python indeed but so revealing. Argumentative decorators, partials and 
introspection all get a good airing too.
The best part of Chapter 2 is Applied Techniques. Marty didn't discuss all that Python 
cleverness just for the sake of it. It is all used in Django by Django and what's more 
we should use it too. Although I haven't yet had to keep track of subclasses nor build 
my own "simple" plug-in architecture, I really value the knowhow he provides.
Chapter 3 jumps straight into Django models (representing database tables) and how 
Django actually processes them behind the scenes. When you want to do something 
beyond simple - say model inheritance - this knowledge gives you the confidence to 
try it. For example, I like all my tables to have a Created and a Modified column with 
default datetimes. So all my models now inherit an abstract class with these two 
columns. And it all works exactly as expected.
But, this is nothing. This chapter's real deliverable (for me) is describing how to go 
with the Django flow. And it provides much detail to support the advice. The best part 
of Chapter three is Applied Techniques which demonstrates functionality involving 
pickling, caching and creating models dynamically at runtime. Some of these things 
might seem a tad esoteric but the Python involved is instructive and understandable.
Chapter 4 is for URLs and Views. This area of Django was so opaque to me that 
beyond the on-line tutorial I didn't know how to make a sensible start. Chapter 4 
explains the essential anatomy so well that even I understood it. I haven't used them 
yet but now I know about view decorators which will let me use third party code my 
way - without modification. I feel empowered.
Oddly, the best part of Chapter 4 is Applied Techniques. In just a few lines Mr Alchin 
demonstrates how to use a dual-format decorator with Python's simplejson library to 
deliver AJAX Web 2.0 data direct to the browser or via an html template depending 
on whether Javascript is enabled or not. Talk about batteries included!
Chapter 5 is about Forms and is short. It covers those untrustworthy users, Django's 
is_valid() call which ... provides two dictionaries, one for cleaned data and the other 
for errors. Widgets get a good thrashing as does customising form markup and error 
display. I'll stick with standard HTML widgets for now but Marty provides all the 
information, advice and even code to implement and configure custom widgets.
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Finally, Chapter 5's Applied Techniques looks at a rare problem - and solves it! How 
do you deal with a long-running transaction which requires suspending and resuming 
forms over days or weeks? The design of the author's solution for doing this is just 
awesome.
Chapter 6 is Templates. These are driven by Django's template engine to convert data 
in dictionaries into fully formed web pages. Again, the anatomy (of templating) 
becomes clear. The clarity prompts me to drop the book and go back to the on-line 
Django tute. I had encountered a problem displaying a Python dictionary. I finally 
figured out how (see chapter 9) to sort a dictionary - backwards or forwards - and 
Chapter 6 has enough information to let me add this functionality to a template 
without touching Django's code. At the moment it is in the view but I'll get it into the 
template soon enough just for the fun of it!
Sadly, Applied Techniques was of only passing interest to me. The first technique 
shows how to embed a non-Django template engine. The one described is Jinja 
because it copes with a template which needs to calculate a composite value. The 
second technique was of more interest. It was  detail on how to implement user-
submitted themes – the full catastrophe! I don't think I'm up to that yet but reading the 
code shed even more light on Django for me.
Chapter 7, Handling HTTP, is the best and most concise coverage of this topic I have 
seen. It is covered in the Django context but even so it digs deep into browser and 
server technology. This chapter isn't just HTTP-101. After the broad coverage comes 
examples of  HTTP middleware, how to decide between middleware and view 
decorators. HTTP-related signals are covered in the context - like so much of the 
Django DRY philosophy - of injecting functionality at precise points via middleware 
or decorators without treading on code maintained by third parties. The Chapter 7 
Applied Techniques is all about signing and validating cookies. Lovely.
Chapter 8 is about a variety of Backend Protocols. I probably won't write a database 
backend. I'll settle for PostgreSQL. But if I wanted to, this chapter spells out what 
Django wants and how such a protocol must be written. On the other hand, I am very 
interested in the authentication protocols because there is a Novell LDAP interface 
looming large on my horizon. File handling gets a good going-over including 
handling uploads and safely storing user files outside the database. Session 
management, caching for performance, template loaders and context processors all get 
detailed attention.
Applied Techniques half interested me. I skipped over loading templates from a 
different engine (Jinja) despite a fascinating reference to template inheritance which 
nearly got me in. No, I went straight to scanning incoming files for viruses. I have no 
doubt that will be a focus fairly soon.
Chapter 9 is a kit-bag called Common Tools. This chapter has lots of vital 
information, one item of which is referred to above - 
django.utils.datastructures.SortedDict - and all of which has 
independent learning value for a Python neophyte like me. I suspect it would also be 
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of interest for Python gurus. If you didn't know these Django tools existed you would 
have to write, unit-test and forever maintain them for yourself.
Chapter 10 is called Coordinating Applications. This chapter starts bringing the book 
to a close. It certainly makes up for Chapter 9 not having an Applied Techniques 
section because that's what this entire chapter is! It eloquently and with laser-sharp 
commonsense describes the methods to use and demonstrates in code how to marry 
Django's User model (from django.contrib.auth.models) with a separate app's 
myapp_contacts.models.Contact model. 
These techniques are advanced and make all the earlier chapters pull their weight. 
Having absorbed only half of this I decided to go back to my own first Django attempt 
and comletely refactor my Client model so it similarly exploits existing models. Wow 
- such impatience!
Chapter 11, Enhancing Applications, will be of major interest. Once a site is working 
minimally the demand for additional functionality must be met without hurting 
existing functionality and performance. The two major headings in this chapter are 
Recording the Current User and Keeping Historical Records. This is essential meta-
work which relies on deep understanding of Django innards. The nice thing is it is all 
laid out for us including rejection of some perhaps more obvious but less Pythonic 
approaches.
Footnotes throughout are all in the form http://prodjango.com/<whatever>. 
These are redirects to the authoritative documentation of whatever topic is noted in 
the text itself. 
Summary:
This is one of the best technology books I have read. It is very professionally 
structured. It is way above my level of Python experience but so well written and 
"decorated" with code it has lifted my level - at least somewhat.
Don't ask to borrow my copy of Pro Django as refusal may offend.
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